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1. INTRODUCTION
Let D : R n be a closed convex set satisfying int D / 0, and f : R n ª R
be a convex function. For some results we will assume in addition that f is
differentiable. The corresponding global optimization problem is to find a
point x g D satisfying
f x G f x ; x g D 1 .  .  .
 .convex maximization problem . Throughout this article it is assumed that
 .the global maximum in 1 exists. For the state-of-the-art in convex
maximization including various algorithms and abundant applications, we
w x w xrefer to the textbooks 10, 11 and to the excellent survey 1 .
In recent years several interesting necessary and sufficient global opti-
 .mality conditions characterizing a point x g D satisfying 1 have been
proposed. Other conditions can be derived from optimality criteria formu-
lated for more general global optimization problems. In this article, four of
 .  w xthese criteria are revisited: the condition HU of Hiriart-Urruty cf. 5]9 ,
w x.  . w xwith a short elegant proof in 7 , the condition S of Strekalovski 18]20 ,
.which we will reprove, generalize, and modify , the specialization of the
 .  .  w x.Singer]Toland duality ST to problem 1 e.g., 13]17, 21, 22 , and a
 .reformulation of an optimality condition CDC for so-called canonical
 w xd.c.-problems originally given in 23 , modified as used here, and with a
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w x.short proof in 10 . In the next section, after stating the necessary
definitions and the above mentioned criteria, we will discuss the intercon-
nections between these criteria by showing how each of them follows from
each of the remaining criteria. Equivalence must hold, of course, but, by
drawing one of these conditions from each of the others, we hope to
disclose some underlying concepts occassionally which might lead to a
deeper understanding of the criteria. Some new proofs, generalizations,
and modifications will result. Full details of proofs are not given, however,
when these are straightforward or similar to previous proofs. Throughout,
 .we stick to the finite dimensional formulation 1 in the Euclidean space
R n. Most results, however, extend in a straightforward way to more general
spaces.
In the third section, new formulations of optimality conditions will be
 .provided for problem 1 with differentiable objective functions along with
a specialization to the important case where this function is convex
quadratic. The last section, finally, will present some new optimality
conditions which relate global optimization problems to an often consider-
 .ably simpler parametric function, and which hold for more general
 .problem classes than 1 .
2. INTERCONNECTION OF GLOBAL
OPTIMALITY CRITERIA
We begin with recalling some definitions and notations. Given an
n n  .arbitrary function w : R ª R, x g R , « g R , the «-subdifferential ­ w xq «
nof w at x is the set of points p g R satisfying
nw x G w x q p x y x y « ; x g R , 2 .  .  .  .
n  w x.where, for a, b g R , ab is the inner product of a and b cf., e.g. 5]9 .
 .For « s 0, one obtains the classical subdifferential ­w x . For w convex we
 .  .have ­w x / B everywhere. Elements of ­ w x are called «-subgradi-«
 .ents; elements of ­w x are called subgradients.
nThe function w*: R ª R defined by
w* y [ sup xy y w x : x g R n 3 4 .  .  .
 w x .is called the conjugate function to w cf. 12 and references therein .
nTo each point x in R , one associates the «-normal cone to D at x:
nN D , x [ d g R : d x y x F « ; x g D . 4 4 .  .  .«
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 .Elements of N D, x are called «-normal directions to D at x. For « s 0,«
one obtains the classical normal cone and the normal directions, respec-
 w x.tively cf., e.g., 5]9 .
 .  4The function s y [ sup xy: x g D is called the support function ofD
 w x.the set D e.g., 12 .
A d.c. function on R n is a function which can be expressed as the
difference of two convex functions. A minimization problem in R n with the
constraints x g C, C closed convex, and an additional finite number of
 .inequality constraints of the form g x F 0, i g I, is said to be a d.c.i
optimization problem if objective and constraints functions are d.c. func-
tions. A striking property of a d.c. optimization problem is that it can be
 .transformed into an equivalent canonical d.c. program CDC of the form
min cT x : x g C , g x G 0 , 5 .  . 41
where c g R n, C : R n, closed, convex, and g : R n ª R is convex. Thus, a1
canonical d.c. program is a minimization of a linear function over a closed
 w xconvex set with one additional re¨erse con¨ex constraint cf. 10, 11 and
.references therein .
 .Introducing an additional variable t g R, Problem 1 can be written in
canonical d.c. form
min yt : x , t g F s ymax t : x , t g F , 6 4  4 .  .  .
where
F [ x , t : x g D , t g R, f x y t G 0 . 4 .  .
Next we state the four necessary and sufficient global optimality conditions
 .  .  .for optimal solutions x of 1 and x, t of 6 , respectively, along with
further assumptions made in the literature under which they hold see the
.references given in Section 1 .
 .  .  .  .HU ­ f x ; N D, x ;« G 0 Assumptions: none ;« «
n .  .   .  . 4  .ST f x s sup s y y f * y : y g R Assumptions: none ;D
n .  .  .  .  .    .S ­ f x ; N D, x ; x g R : f x s f x Assumption: inf f x :
4  ..x g D - f x ;
 .   . 4   .CDC max f x y t: x g D, t g R, t G t s 0 Assumptions: i
0 0 0 0 0 .  .  .F s cl int F i.e., F is robust , ii ' x g D, t g R: f x y t - 0, t ) t
 ..i.e., the reverse convex constraint is ``essential'' .
 .  .Strekalovski's requirement that the condition ­ f x ; N D, x has to
 .hold for all points on the level-surface of f at level f x seems somewhat
 w x.unnatural cf. the second comment in 7, p. 21 . Next, we present an
 .alternative formulation of S with a new proof showing that only points on
this level-surface have to be considered which are in D.
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0 0 .  .PROPOSITION 2.1. If there exists x g int D satisfying f x - f x , then
nx g Arg max f x : x g D m x g R : f x s f x l int D s B. 4  4 .  .  .
7 .
The proof uses the following lemma, where bdA denotes the boundary
of a set A ; R n.
LEMMA 2.1. Let A, B ; R n be con¨ex sets satisfying int A l int B / B.
Then
bdA l int B s B m B ; A. 8 .
 .Proof. « Assume there exists y g B _ A. Let x g int A l int B, and
w w   . 4 w w  wlet x, y s z s 1 y l x q l y: 0 F l - 1 . Then x, y ; int B cf. 12,
x. w w .Theorem 6.1 . But x g int A, y g B _ A implies B / x, y lbdA ;
int B.
 .¥ B ; A « int B ; int A « bdA l int B s B.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Since f is convex on R n, it is continuous
 w x.everywhere e.g., 9, 12 , and hence lower-semicontinuous and upper-semi-
  .  .4continuous. Lower-semicontinuity implies that A [ x: f x F f x is
0 .  .   .closed; upper-semicontinuity and f x - f x imply that B / x: f x -
 .4f x is open. Moreover, from a standard argument on the convexity of f it
n  .  .4follows that bdA s x g R : f x s f x . Therefore, Lemma 1 with B s
 .D leads to 7 .
Remark 2.1. Clearly, int D / B, D convex, closed, implies D s cl int D
 .so that the assumption in S is equivalent to the assumption in Proposi-
 .  .  .  .tion 2.1. Moreover, 0 f ­ f y ; y: f y s f x , since otherwise f y s
  . n4min f x : x g R .
 .  4  .   .Using N D, y s 0 ; y g int D, ­ f y / B ; y, and y f D: f y s
 .4  .f x l int D s B, trivially we see that
­ f y ; N D , y ; y g D : f y s f x 9 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .implies the optimality condition in 7 , i.e., 9 is sufficient for global
 .  .optimality of x. Necessity of 9 is trivial, since 9 holds for local maxima
 w x.cf. e.g., 9 .
 .  .  .Next, we show that the assumptions i , ii of CDC can be removed
 .  .because of the particular form 6 of the CDC formulation of Prob-
 .lem 1 .
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PROPOSITION 2.2.
x , t g Arg max t : x , t g F 4 .  .
m max f x y t : x , t g D = R, t G t s 0. 10 4 .  .  .
 .  .  .Ä Ä ÄProof. « Assume that there is x, t g D = R: t G t, f x y t ) 0.Ä Ä
 .   . 4Then f x ) t i.e., t / max t: x, t g F .Ä
 .  .  .¥ Assume that x, t is not an optimal solution of 6 . Then there
 .  .  .Ä Ä Äexists x, t g D = R: f x y t G 0, t ) t, and hence f x y t ) 0.Ä Ä Ä
Remark 2.2. Notice that F s cl int F follows from D s cl int D and f
 .  .convex, and assumption ii in CDC is obviously fulfilled. Additional
 .  .   ..proofs some of them new of S and also of ST will result from the
following proofs.
Next, it is shown how each of the four optimality conditions above can
be derived from each of the other conditions.
 .  .HU m ST
 .  .  .It follows from the definitions of f *, ­ f x , N D, x , and s y that« « D
 .HU is equivalent to
f * y F yx y f x q « « s y F yx q « ;« G 0. 11 .  .  .  .D
 .  .¥ Condition ST is equivalent to
ns y F f x q f * y ; y g R , .  .  .D
 .so that 11 follows trivially.
 .  .  .   .  .« Assume that ST does not hold. If f x - sup s y y f * y :D
n4y g R , then
ns y ) f x q f * y G xy for some y g R , 12 .  .  .  .D 0 0 0 0
 .where the last inequality follows from the definition of f * y . Choose0
 .  .  .  .« [ f * y y xy q f x G 0. Then f * y s xy y f x q « , i.e., the0 0 0 0
 .left-hand side of the implication 11 is fulfilled for this particular value of
 .  .« . But inserting « into 12 yields s y ) y x q « , i.e., the right-handD 0 0
 .side of 11 is not satisfied.
n .   .  . 4If f x ) sup s y y f * y : y g R , thenD
nf x ) s y y f * y ; y g R . 13 .  .  .  .D
 .  .In 13 , choose y g ­ f x . This implies again
yx y f x s f * y . 14 .  .  .
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 .  .  .Combining 13 and 14 yields s y - yx, contradicting the definition ofD
 .s y , since x g D.D
 .  .HU m S
 .  .« Assume that S does not hold, i.e.,
' x g D , f x s f x and y g ­ f x , y f N D , x . .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä
 .  .  .From y g ­ f x and f x s f x followsÄ Ä
y x y x F 0, 15 .  .Ä
 .whereas y f N D, x impliesÄ
' x* g D : y x* y x ) 0. 16 .  .Ä
 .  .If y x y x s 0, then y g ­ f x ;« ) 0, sinceÄ «
f x G f x q y x y x s f x q y x y x q y x y x .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä
ns f x q y x y x ; x g R , .  .
 .  .  .and, obviously, y g ­ f x implies y g ­ f x ;« ) 0. Moreover, y x y xÄ«
 .  .  .s 0 implies y x* y x s y x* y x ) 0, because of 16 , so that y fÄ
 .  .N D, x whenever « - y x* y x .Ä«
 .  . If y x y x - 0, then, for « [ y x y x , one sees in a similar way byÄ Ä
 .  .  ..  .  .using f x s f x and 16 that y g ­ f x but y f N D, x .Ä « «
 .  .¥ Assume that HU does not hold, i.e.,
n n'« ) 0, y g R , x g D : f x G f x q y x y x y « ; x g R , .  .  .0 0 0
17 .
and
y x y x ) « . 18 . .0 0
 .  .  .  . Choosing x s x in 17 yields, by means of 18 , f x ) f x reproof of0 0
 . .the necessity of HU for global optimality . But, from the assumption in
 .  .  .  .S , there must exist x g D, satisfying f x - f x - f x . Then, from1 1 0
continuity and convexity of the function f , one sees that there exists
w w  .  .  .x g x , x ; D, f x s f x , and, for d [ x y x , the directionalÄ Ä Ä1 0 0
 .  . derivative f 9 x, d must be positive. Because of f 9 x, d s sup sd: s gÄ Ä
 .4  w x.  .  .­ f x cf., e.g. 12 , there is s g ­ f x satisfying s d s s x y x ) 0,Ä Ä Ä0 0 0 0
 .  .   .i.e., s f N D, x and S does not hold new proof of the sufficiency of SÄ0
.for global optimality .
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 .  .HU m CDC
 .  .  .  .¥ Assume that HU does not hold, i.e., we have 17 and 18 and, as
 .  .  .above, f x ) f x which means that CDC does not hold.0
 .  .« Assume that CDC does not hold. Then there is x g D such that0
 .  .  .   .  ..  .f x ) f x . In other words, x , 0 f epi f x y f x , where epi h x0 0
n denotes the epigraph of a function h: R ª R the set of points on and
 . w x.above the graph of h x , cf. e.g., 12 . From convexity and continuity of f ,
  .  ..  w x.we know that epi f x y f x is a closed convex set cf., e.g., 12 .
nq1  .Therefore, there exists a hyperplane in R strictly separating x , 00
n  .  ..from epi f x y f x , i.e., ' y g R , « ) 0,
ny x y x y « F f x y f x ; x g R , .  .  .
y x y x y « ) 0. .0
 .  .This implies y g ­ f x and y f N D, x .« «
 .  .ST m S
 .  .From the definitions of N x, D and s y it follows immediately thatÄ D
 .  .y g N x, D m s y s yx. Therefore, in the argument below, we willÄ ÄD
 .replace S by
y g ­ f x « s y s yx ; x g D , f x s f x . 19 .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä ÄD
 .  .« Assume that 19 does not hold. Then
' y g ­ f x , f x s f x : s y ) y x . 20 .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä0 D 0 0
 .But from y g ­ f x we know thatÄ0
f * y q f x s y x .  .Ä Ä0 0
 w x.   ..cf., e.g., 12, Chap. 23 , and hence by 20
s y y f * y ) y x y f * y s f x s f x , .  .  .  .  .Ä ÄD 0 0 0 0
 .a contradiction to ST .
 .  .¥ Assume that ST does not hold. Then, by definitions of s , f *,D
n n' y g R , x g D : y x y f x ) y x y f x ; x g R . 21 .  .  .0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .For x s x , 21 yields f x ) f x . The remaining arguments are similar0 0
 .  .to those in the proof of S « HU .
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 .  .ST m CDC
 .  .  .  .¥ In the proof of ST ¥ S above, we saw that if ST does not hold,
 .  .  .then passing through nonoptimality one has f x ) f x for some0
  . .x g D reproof of the necessity of ST for global optimality . Then,0
 .   ..clearly CDC cannot hold consider t s f x .
 .  .« If CDC does not hold, then
' x g D , t g R, t G f x : f x ) t .  .0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .which implies f x ) f x . Then, for y g ­ f x , we have f x q0 0 0 0
 .f * y s y x , and hence0 0 0
s y y f * y s s y y y x q f x G f x ) f x , .  .  .  .  .  .D 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0
 .  . since s y G y x , i.e., ST does not hold reproof of the sufficiency ofD 0 0 0
 . .ST for global optimality .
 .  .S m CDC
 .  .  .« Above we saw that f x ) f x for some x g D immediately0 0
 .  . follows when CDC does not hold. Then S cannot be fulfilled see the
 .above new proof of the sufficiency of S for global optimality in the proof
 .  ..of HU ¥ S .
 .  .¥ Following the lines of previous proofs involving S , it is easy to see
 .  .  .that if S is not fulfilled, then again there is x g D satisfying f x ) f x0 0
  .  .  .  ..use f x s f x , the definitions of ­ f x and N D, x , which, again byÄ Ä Ä
 .  .setting t s f x contradicts CDC .
3. FURTHER OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
 .3.1. Reformulation of HU in the Differentiable Case
 .Assume, in addition to the assumptions in the definition of Problem 1 ,
that the set D is compact, and the convex function f is differentiable
  . .everywhere =f x denoting the gradient of f at x . Without loss of
 .generality, let x s 0 and f x s 0. We begin with formulating condition
 .  .HU in a different way. From the definition of ­ f 0 it follows that«
y g ­ f 0 m sup yx y f x : x g R n F « m f * y F « . 4 .  .  .«
We assume that the above supremum is attained: This is the case, if, for
 .  .example, f x y yx is coercive, which is implied, e.g., when f x is 1 y
 w x. ncoercive cf. 8 . Since maximands z g R of the concave function yx y
 .  .f x are characterized by the system =f z y y s 0, we see that
­ f 0 s =f z : z g R n , =f z z y f z F « . 4 .  .  .  .«
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  .Notice that the above assumptions on the existence of max yx y f x :
n4  .x g R , y g ­ f 0 , could be replaced in the following sense. Since«
 .  .y g ­ f 0 , we are not interested in vectors y for which yx y f x is«
unbounded from above. Therefore, the above reasoning remains valid if, in
 .the formula for ­ f 0 we admit ``stationary points at infinity,'' i.e., we add«
 .  .  4 nNto ­ f 0 all limits lim =f z , where z ; R such that the limit« z ª` i ii
  .  ..exists and lim =f z z y f z F « .z ª` i i ii
Let again
 4s y [ sup yx : x g D 22 .  .D
denote the support function of D and define
r « [ max s =f z : =f z z y f z F « , z g R n . 23 4 .  .  .  .  . .D
 .Then, the above arguments yield an equivalent formulation of ­ f 0 ;«
 .  .N D, 0 ;« G 0 HU as«
max r « y « F 0. 24 .  .
«G0
Notice that, since the order of the two maximization processes involved in
 .23 can be reversed, one has
r « s max max =f z x : =f z z y f z F « . 25 .  .  .  .  . 5
nxgD zgR
3.2. Maximization of Strictly Con¨ex Quadratic Functions o¨er Con¨ex Sets
In this subsection, the preceding result is specialized to the case of a
strictly convex quadratic function
1f x s xQx q cx , 26 .  .2
where Q is a real positive definite symmetric n = n matrix and c g R n.
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. The point 0 is an optimal solution of Problem 1 with
 .  .  .f x of the form 26 , f 0 s 0, if and only if
’ ’max max cx q 2« xQx y « F 0. 27 .
«G0 xgD
 .Proof. An easy calculation shows that 25 reduces to
1r « s max cx q max xQz : zQz F « . 28 .  . 52nxgD xgR
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 .Let, for every x g D, « G 0, z x, « denote an optimal solution of the
 .  .inner maximization problem in 28 . Clearly, for all x g D, z x, 0 s 0,
 .and for all « G 0, one can choose z 0, « s 0. If x / 0, « ) 0, then every
 .  .z x, « must satisfy the corresponding Karush]Kuhn]Tucker KKT con-
ditions since the Slater condition is fulfilled. Moreover, since the linear
 .  nfunction xQz attains its maximum over the ellipsoid E « s z g R :
1 4  .zQz F « at a boundary point of E « , the KKT-condition reduces to2
1Q x y uz s 0, zQz s « , u g R . 29 .  .q2
 .Since Q is positive definite, hence nonsingular, one obtains from 29 the
unique solution
’ ’z x , « s 2« xr xQx , .
and
’ ’r « s max cx q 2« xQx . 30 .  .
xgD
 .  .Since 30 also holds when « s 0, and when r « is attained at x s 0, one
 .  .obtains 27 from 24 .
 .Remark 3.1. i Notice that Proposition 3.1 can also be proved by the
following arguments. Let, for x g R n, « g R ,q
’ ’r « , x [ cx q 2« xQx y « , 31 .  .
 .and rewrite 27 as
max max r « , x s max max r « , x F 0. .  .
«G0 xgD xgD «G0
n  . w wClearly, for every x g R , r ?, x is concave in 0, ` and differentiable in
x w  .   . 40, ` . Therefore, if it exists, r* x [ max r « , x : « G 0 is attained at
 .  .  .  .« x s 0 or a point « x satisfying ­ r « , x r­« s 0 at « s « x . This
1 1 .  .  .  .yields « x s xQx and r* x s cx q xQx s f x , and 27 is equivalent2 2
  . 4to max f x : x g D F 0.
 .  .ii If D is a polytope, then, by concavity of r « , ? , for all « G 0 the
 .  .maximum of r « , x over D is attained at some vertex ¨ of D. Hence 27
can be reduced to
max max r « , ¨ s max max r « , ¨ F 0, .  .
«G0  .  . «G0¨gV D ¨gV D
 .  .where V D denotes the vertex set of D. Let « ¨ be the point where
  . 4   .  .4max r « , ¨ : « G 0 is attained, and let « [ max « ¨ : ¨ g V D . Then,
 .obviously, we can replace « G 0 by 0 F « F « , and in 24 the maximum
has to be taken only over this finite interval.
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3.3. Equi¨ alences between Noncon¨ex Optimization Problems
The alternative proof of Proposition 3.1 given in Remark 3.1 shows that
Proposition 3.1 can be generalized to much more general problem classes.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f : R n ª R, 0 g D ; R n, compact, and assume
n m  .that there exists r : C = R ª R, C ; R , closed, con¨ex: m « , x ªq
 .r « , x satisfying
 .  .  .   . 4i ; x g D: r ?, x is conca¨e and ' r* x [ max r « , x : « g C ,
 .  .  .ii r* x s f x ; x g D.
  . 4  .Then max f x : x g D s f 0 s 0 if and only if
max max r « , x s max max r « , x F 0. 32 .  .  .
«gC xgD xgD «gC
 .  .Proof. This is from max r « , x s f x ; x g D.
«gC
 .  .Remark 3.2. i Notice that concavity of r ?, x is not needed in
Proposition 3.2. Concavity is assumed, however, in view of possible applica-
 .tions, since then r* x can easily be computed by standard univariate
optimization techniques.
 .ii Although its proof is trivial, stating Proposition 3.2 seems to be
worthwhile, because of its interesting practical applications in view of the
 .  .   . 4left-hand side of the equality in 32 : Finding r « [ max r « , x : x g D
  . 4can be very easy such that considering the problem max r « : « G 0
  . 4rather than treating the original problem min f x : x g D makes sense
numerically. Some examples are considered next.
n n n  .EXAMPLE 3.1. Let D ; R , compact, h: R ª R, s: R ª R , s x ) 0q
 .  .; x g D, C ; R . Then the following pairs f x and r « , x satisfy Propo-q
  . .sition 3.2 verification via ­ r « , x r­« s 0 :
 .  .  .  .  .  .’i f x s h x y 2 s x ; r « , x s h x y « s x y 1r« , C s .
w w« , ` , « ) 0.0 0
 .  .  .  .w  .x pr py1  .  .ii f x s h x q 1 y 1rp s x , p ) 1; r « , x s h x y
p  .1rp« q « s x , C s R .q
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .iii f x s h x y log s x ; r « , x s h x y « s x q log« q 1, C
w ws « , ` , « ) 0.0 0
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let D ; R n, compact, h: R n ª R; k : R n ª R , s :i q i
n  .  . mR ª R : s x ) 0 ; x g D i s 1, . . . , m ; C s R . Thenq i q
m1
f x s h x q k x rs x .  .  .  . i i2 is1
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and
m m1
2r « , x s h x y « s x q « k x’ .  .  .  . i i i i2 is1 is1
  . .satisfy Proposition 3.2 verification via ­ r « , x r­« s 0 . Notice that, for«
example, if D is a polytope, h is convex, and, for i s 1, . . . , m, k s l 2, l :i i i
n  .R ª R convex, s concave, then r « , ? is concave, and hence, for eachq i
m   . 4  .« g R , max r « , x : x g D is attained at a vertex of D, whereas f x isq
 .   .in general neither convex nor concave, i.e., vertex optimality of max f x :
4x g D cannot be inferred directly. If D is convex, h is concave, and, for
m   .i s 1, . . . , m, k is concave, s is convex, then, for each « g R , max r « , x :i i q
4x g D is a standard concave maximization problem.
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let D ; R n, compact, h: R n ª R; s, k: R n ª R , C sq
R . Thenq
f x s h x y min s x , k x 4 .  .  .  .
 .and 33
< <r « , x s h x y « y 1 k x q « s x .  .  .  . .
 .satisfy Proposition 3.2 consider the cases « ) 1 and « F 1 . If D is
  . 4convex, h is concave, and s, k are convex, then max r « , x : x g D is
again a standard concave maximization problem.
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